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Abstract."Two-level” Modeling was proposed by openEHR to achieve modeling Healthcare Information Model directly by domain experts, and "Two-level" modeling based Medical Data Platform has achieved meeting data storage needs dynamically by reading the openEHR domain model. On the basis of "Two-level" modeling based Medical Data Platform, a methodology of Medical Data Presentation and Acquisition (MDPA) Application Auto-generation on openEHR was proposed. Firstly, the openEHR domain model was extended and a Data Application Template was designed. Secondly, a What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG) Data Application Template Designer for domain experts was developed. Thirdly, a MDPA Application Framework was implemented. By dynamically loading the Data Application Template and the openEHR domain model, the MDPA Application Framework could generate the corresponding MDPA Application.
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1 Introduction

With the development of medical informatics, a variety of digital medical instruments and systems have accumulated a large amount of medical data. By making use of the medical data, the quality of medical treatment services has been greatly improved. On the other hand, the development of medical informatics makes the medical staff rely on the medical applications. However, due to the rapid development of medical knowledge and the complexity of medical business, the traditional software development method can not fully meet needs. If the medical staff could take part in the software development process and customize the medical applications by themselves, their needs could be met faster.

“Two-level” Modeling was proposed by openEHR [1]. It achieved modeling Healthcare Information Model directly by domain experts. The first level is the Information Level and the second is the Domain Knowledge Level. Reference Model (RM) on the Information Level conveys the general structures while the
archetypes on the Domain Knowledge Level define all kinds of healthcare concepts. The RM is stable, which makes the storage structure and other underlying structures not change along with knowledge updating or demands changing. Domain knowledge consisting of archetypes and templates can be defined directly by the domain experts, which has “put the clinician back in the driver’s seat” [2].

Based on “Two-level” Modeling, the OpenEHR Medical Data Platform has been implemented. It can meet the data storage needs by dynamically reading the openEHR domain model at run time. WANG Li et al. have designed and implemented an Archetype-driven Biomedical Data Platform on Relational Database (ABDP) which could achieve flexible data storage by Archetype Relational Mapping (ARM). On the basis of ARM, the ABDP implemented Archetype Query Language (AQL) [3] through a set of web services to provide flexible data access. At the same time, Sergio Miranda Freire et al. have implemented an OpenEHR Data Platform on XML Database [4] and Aastha Madaan et al. have implemented one on NoSQL Database [5].

On the basis of the OpenEHR Data Platform which can map openEHR domain model to actual data storage, a methodology of auto-generating Medical Data Application from domain model is needed to meet the medical staffs’ data needs easily.

Thilo Schuler et al. studied auto-generating Graphical User Interface (GUI) expressed by Mozilla XML User Interface Language (XUL) from openEHR archetypes. In the study, a set of generic controls, one for each data type, was customized. By traversing the archetypes’ data items, the mapping GUI were generated [6]. Koray Atalag et al. studied generating Data Entry Forms from openEHR templates. The implemented application could map data items in templates to GUI elements and adjust the GUI elements according to the GUI Directives that added into the templates [7].

In these studies, the generating GUI could not be adjusted flexibly or arranged precisely. On the other side, there were nothing about data interaction between GUI and the data storage.

In this paper, a methodology of Medical Data Presentation and Acquisition (MDPA) Application Auto-generation on openEHR was proposed. Firstly the openEHR template was extended the information of GUI and Data Manipulation, and a Data Application Template was designed. Secondly, a What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG) Data Application Template Designer for domain experts was developed. Thirdly, a MDPA Application Framework was implemented which could dynamically load the Data Application Template, openEHR templates and archetypes and generate the MDPA Application that meet the data storage, presentation and acquisition needs.

2 Method

The methodology of MDPA Application Auto-generation on openEHR proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 1. Domain experts use the Data Application Tem-
plate Designer to read archetypes from the Archetype Repository for editing Data Application Templates and openEHR templates. The MDPA Application Framework generates the MDPA Application by loading archetypes and templates. The MDPA Application Framework registers archetypes and templates to the OpenEHR Data Platform to generate storage tables. At runtime, the MDPA Application manipulates the database using AQL and acquires results in dADL [8] format.

![Diagram of MDPA Application Auto-generation on openEHR](image)

**Fig. 1.** Methodology of MDPA Application Auto-generation on openEHR

### 2.1 Data Application Template

OpenEHR templates would add constraints to archetypes and combine archetypes according to local needs. By making use of openEHR templates, medical applications could generate default data structures at runtime. Because openEHR templates would add only constraints rather than semantics to archetypes, they couldn’t express the information of GUI or Data Manipulation. In this paper, the openEHR template was extended the information of GUI and Data Manipulation, and a Data Application Template was designed.

To express all kinds of information produced in activities of scientific research and clinical treatments, a series of basic data types were defined in the openEHR RM. The designed mapping from RM data types to GUI elements is shown in table 1. The XML tags used to express GUI elements are shown in table 2.
Table 1. Mapping from RM data types to GUI elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RM Data Type</th>
<th>GUI Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>Label + Textbox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CodedText</td>
<td>Label + Combobox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>Label + Textbox + Label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Label + Textbox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DateTime</td>
<td>Label + Datetime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Label + Textbox + Label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinal</td>
<td>Label + Combobox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boolean</td>
<td>Checkbox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval</td>
<td>Label + Textbox + Label + Textbox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/ Label + Datetime + Label + Datetime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiMedia</td>
<td>Label + Imagegrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion</td>
<td>Textbox + Label + Textbox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifier</td>
<td>Label + Textbox</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Graphical User Interfaces tags

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GUI Element</th>
<th>Tag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Textbox</td>
<td>&lt;textbox/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label</td>
<td>&lt;label/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combobox</td>
<td>&lt;combobox/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checkbox</td>
<td>&lt;checkbox/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiobox</td>
<td>&lt;radiobox/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datetimectrl</td>
<td>&lt;datetime/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flame</td>
<td>&lt;frame/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groupbox</td>
<td>&lt;groupbox/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>&lt;group/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page</td>
<td>&lt;page/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>&lt;imagegrid/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line/ Curve/ Rectangle/ …</td>
<td>&lt;sketch/&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GUI Elements in the Data Application Template use attributes to express all the features. The structure of the Data Application Template is shown below:

```xml
<GUIElement1 Attribute1="Value1" …>
  <AttributeNode1 Attribute2="Value2" …>
  </AttributeNode1>
  <GUIElement2 …>
  …
</GUIElement2>
</GUIElement1>
```
2.2 Data Application Template Designer

The interface of the Data Application Template Designer was divided into Toolbar, Archetype Panel, Page Area and Property Panel and the use flow of the Data Application Template Designer is shown in figure 2. In this way, the Data Application Template could be developed by domain experts in the WYSIWYG edit mode.

![Fig. 2. Use flow of the Data Application Template Designer](image)

2.3 Medical Data Presentation and Acquisition Application Flamework

The Medical Data Presentation and Acquisition (MDPA) Application Flamework is based on the OpenEHR Data Platform, as is shown in figure 3.

![Fig. 3. Structure of the MDPA Application Flamework](image)

**Data Presentation and Acquisition OCX.**

The Data Presentation and Acquisition OCX was developed using Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) Control eXtension (OCX) technology. It is used for reading the Data Application Template, displaying GUI and achieving Data Presentation and Acquisition. The upper application acquires the information expressed in the Data Application Template through OCX interfaces.
Medical Data Presentation and Acquisition Application Framework.
The MDPA Application Framework was developed in the Browser/Server (B/S) mode and set up in the structure of ASP.NET MVC3.0. The Model is the data’s logic implementation. It acquires the state from and saves it into the OpenEHR Data Platform. The View is used to display interfaces. By loading the Data Presentation and Acquisition OCX, the View reads the Data Application Template, displays GUI and achieves Data Presentation and Acquisition. The Controller is used for processing the User Interaction Signals. In the end, the MDPA Application Framework achieves generating the MDPA Application that meet needs by reading the domain model consisting of a Data Application Template, openEHR templates and archetypes.

3 Result

The methodology in this paper was applied in the development of the Data Presentation and Acquisition Application for Alzheimer's Disease to be evaluated. By making use of the application, medical staffs who get permission can register patients, view visit records, and input results of examination and diagnosis.

3.1 Related Archetypes Defining

The archetypes related to the Alzheimer's Disease have not been contained in the public Archetype Repository, Clinical Knowledge Manager (CKM). Taking the existing archetypes as examples, we defined eight archetypes, each was about physical examinations, related diseases and drugs, and a set of questionnaires including activities of daily living (ADL), Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR), Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS), Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE), Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA), and other cognition tests.

3.2 Corresponding Templates Developing

By using the Data Application Template Designer, the archetypes related to the Alzheimer's Disease were selected and displayed on the Archetype Panel. When the archetypes had been dragged from the Archetype Panel to the Page Area, the mapping GUI elements were generated, as is shown in figure 4.

The GUI Elements used for optimizing the interface were chosen from the Toolbar and created on the Page Area. The attributes of the GUI elements on the Page Area were set and their layout was modified in the WYSIWYG edit mode. After being developed, the Data Application Templates’ interfaces are shown in figure 5.
3.3 Data Presentation and Acquisition Application for Alzheimer's Disease

The corresponding archetypes and templates were read from repositories by the MDPA Application Framework in this paper. After registering the archetypes and templates to the OpenEHR Data Platform, the Data Presentation and Acquisition Application for Alzheimer's Disease that meet needs of data storage, presentation and acquisition was generated.

If the demands changed, the only thing needed to be done was to modify the Data Application Templates and the openEHR templates by the Data Application Template Designer. The MDPA Application Framework was initialized again using the modified templates, and the new application that meet needs would be generated.
4 Summary

On the basis of “Two-level” Modeling and the OpenEHR Data Platform, a methodology of MDPA Application Auto-generation on openEHR was proposed. The openEHR template was extended the information of GUI and Data Manipulation, and a Data Application Template was designed. A WYSIWYG Data Application Template Designer for domain experts was developed and a MDPA Application Framework was implemented. By reading the Data Application Template and the openEHR domain model, the MDPA Application Framework could generate the MDPA Application that meet the data storage, presentation and acquisition needs. This methodology was proved to be effective in the development practice of the Data Presentation and Aquisition Application for Alzheimer's Disease.
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